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Sharpness and surface evenness of the cutting tools of mincers and emulsifiers have a great effect
on the quality of the sausage products.
Precisely ground plates and knives decrease the pressing force on the raw material, friction and
crushing are reduced to a minimum.
Knecht grinding machines for mincer plates and knives produce exactly plane-parallel grinding
and a high surface quality. This results in a clear cut. The fibers are treated gently and the meat
structure is retained.

Maximum precision
for best meat processing results

Feed lever rotary table

To ensure high quality processing of the raw material,
a surface grinding machine must fulfil the following
requirements:
exact plane-parallel grinding
high surface quality
high grinding capacity
The aim is to maintain the cutting performance of the
cutting tools throughout their useful life.
The surface grinding machine W 300 grinds mincer
plates and knives as well as cutting sets of emulsifiers
with a diameter of up to 400 mm. Plane-parallelity is two
hundredths of a millimeter.
Maximum precision
The grinding wheel has a direct drive. This ensures
extremely smooth running and high-precision grinding
results. Centrally arranged lubrication points make
the W 300 very maintenance-friendly.

Mincer plate

Strong performance
The strong drive motor and the rotary table are
installed in a heavy L-beam construction. This provides
a high degree of material removal. Within a short time,
extremely worn work pieces are thus provided with a
plane surface again.
Perfect grinding results
For optimum results with all work piece diameters, the
rotary table has two feed speeds. To achieve highly precise grinding results at all times, two different clamping options of the cutting tools are available: magnetic
or center pieces.
Magnetic clamping ensures optimum cooling at a high
material removal rate. The heat is ideally dissipated via
the rotary table. The adhesive force can be controlled
steplessly.
When clamping via center pieces, the clamping magnet
is switched off. This clamping type provides maximum
precision for thin and sensitive work pieces.
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Mincer knife

User-friendly technology
The rotary table and the grinding wheel are moved via
sophisticated feed levers.
Rapid feed and fine feed are ideally combined. This
enables very fast feed of the grinding wheel to the
workpiece with minimum effort. Fine adjustment
is carried out by turning the hand wheel. An electromagnetic brake enables very high feed precision,
therefore, removing minimum quantities of material.
With this technology, unproductive times are reduced
to a minimum.
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Feed lever grinding unit

Fine feed grinding disk

Safety
If the grinding unit is moved up after the grinding process, all drives including the coolant supply are stopped.
With one push of the button all machine drives start
simultaneously. If required, all systems can be operated
separately.
Health and safety
The optional suction unit removes the floating particles
from the workroom. The operating personnel is thus
protected against inhaling these.
Suction unit

Optimal cooling

Standard coolant device

Belt filter coolant unit

Optimum overheating protection
The coolant circuit of the W 300 ensures permanent
cooling of the workpieces. Overheating of the workpieces is reliably prevented.
The standard coolant device has a volume of 80 l. A
metal filter removes the swarf from the coolant circuit.
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The optional belt filter coolant unit has a volume of 140
l. A filter fleece removes the ground material completely
from the coolant circuit. The coolant remains clean and the
grinding removal cannot get onto the work piece again.
This produces an even finer surface quality.
The removed material collects on the filter fleece and can
be easily disposed of in an environmentally friendly way.
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Safty door
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Feed lever grinding unit
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Feed lever rotary table
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Grinding wheel
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Work light
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Coolant hose
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Mincer plate
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Rotary table Ø 300 mm / 400 mm
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Control panel
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Technical specifications
Depth
incl. suction unit
Width
incl. coolant unit 515 mm
Height
(maximum when lever up)
Weight
Standard coolant device
Belt filter coolant unit
Power input
Back-up fuse
Rotary table diameter
Rotary table speed
Maximum grinding diameter
The machine meets the EC safety- and health requirements  
and is provided with the CE symbol.
We reserve the right to make technical modifications.
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1105 mm
1700 mm
1150 mm
1665 mm
1660 mm
2095 mm
approx. 650 kg
20 kg
90 kg
6 kW 3x400 V 50Hz
25 A
300/400 mm
31/62 rpm
300-400 mm

